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INTRODUCTION 
This paper will introduce graph theory and describe how to use it to model a power system. The Breadth 
First Search algorithm will be presented with example code provided in IEC-61131 Structured Text as well 
as in Lua. Finally, example use cases will be provided. 

Graph theory is an area of mathematics describing the study of pairwise relations between objects. Graph 
theory can be applied to power systems in multiple ways. This paper is by no means the first exploration of 
this topic. Entire textbooks (Zhu, 2011) have been written to cover the application of graph theory to power 
systems. This paper is mostly concerned with applying graph theory to the calculation of a power system 
topology, along with how the topology can be applied to different automation schemes. In order to 
understand how to apply graph theory to power system topology, this paper first describes some important 
background information of graph theory itself. 

GRAPH THEORY 
In order to define a graph, the idea of sets must first be defined. A set is a collection of distinct objects, 
none of which is the set itself (Trudeau, 1993). A set is typically denoted by listing the names of the objects, 
separated by commas, within a pair of curly braces. An example is {A, B, C, 1, 2, 3}. A set is said to be a 
subset of another set if every element of the first is also an element of the second (Trudeau, 1993). For 
example, {A, B, C} is a subset of the set {A, B, C, 1, 2, 3}. 

A graph is an object consisting of two sets called its vertex set and its edge set (Trudeau, 1993). The vertex 
set cannot be empty but the edge set can be. The elements in the vertex set are called vertices. Each 
element in the edge set is a two-element subset of the vertex set. These elements are called edges. The 
sets {P, Q, R, S, T, U} and {{P, Q}, {P, R}, {Q, R}, {S, U}} constitute a graph. 

Finally, it is said that if {X, Y} is an edge of a graph, {X, Y} joins or connects the vertices X and Y. Also, X 
and Y are said to be adjacent to one another (Trudeau, 1993). 

POWER SYSTEM MODEL USING GRAPH THEORY 
Now that graphs have been defined using sets, a power system model can be built using these ideas. 
Circuit breakers and switches can be modeled as the edges in a graph because breakers will connect two 
buses. Therefore, the buses are modeled as vertices. A simple example of this is shown in Figure 1a. In 
this example, a closed Breaker 1 becomes the edge connecting the Utility bus and Bus 1 vertices. The set 
of vertices would be denoted as {Utility, Bus 1}. The set of edges would be denoted as {{Utility, Bus 1}}. 
Figure 2a shows a graph representation of the power system in Figure 1a. Figure 1b and Figure 2b show 
the same power system with Breaker 1 open. 
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Figure 2 

TRAVERSING THE GRAPH 
Now that a graph model of the power system exists, it can answer interesting questions. The questions this 
paper is interested in are related to the power system topology, or which buses are connected to each 
other. This information can be used to for specific applications as addressed below. 

The question of whether Bus 1 is currently connected to the Utility can be asked of the graph in Figure 2. 
This question can be answered by traversing the graph, starting at the Utility. This paper will use the 
Breadth-First Search algorithm to traverse the graphs. An alternative algorithm, called Depth-First Search, 
could also be used, but is not covered in this paper. 

Breadth-First Search works by starting at the “root” vertex. The Utility is the starting point in our example 
and will be the “root” vertex. A list of adjacent vertices is created. As each vertex in the list is visited, that 
vertexes' adjacent vertices are appended to the end of the list. Additionally, the vertex is marked as having 
been visited to avoid redundant processing. The search is terminated in one of two ways: 1) The destination 
vertex is found or 2) there are no more vertices to visit. 

The Breadth-First Search algorithm for Figure 2a shows that the Utility is connected to Bus 1 and would 
work as follows: 

1. Initial conditions 
a. List of visited vertices is empty 
b. List of vertices to visit contains only the “root”: “Utility” 
c. Iterations continue because the destination vertex has not been found and there are more 

vertices to visit 
2. First iteration 

a. List of visited vertices contains “Utility” 
b. List of vertices to visit contains the adjacent vertices, in this case only “Bus 1” 
c. Iterations continue because the destination vertex has not been found and there are more 

vertices to visit 
3. Second iteration 

a. List of visited vertices contains “Utility” and “Bus 1” 
b. List of vertices to visit is empty 
c. Iteration stops because the destination vertex has been found 

The Breadth-First Search algorithm for Figure 2b shows that the Utility and Bus 1 are not connected and 
would work as follows: 

1. Initial conditions 
a. List of visited vertices is empty 
b. List of vertices to visit contains only the “root”: “Utility” 
c. Iterations continue because the destination vertex has not been found and there are more 

vertices to visit 
2. First iteration 
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a. List of visited vertices contains “Utility” 
b. List of vertices to visit is empty because there are no vertices adjacent to “Utility” 
c. Iteration stops because there are no more vertices to visit 

BREADTH-FIRST SEARCH IMPLEMENTATION 
This section describes implementations of the Breadth-First Search algorithm using two programming 
environments commonly found in substations. Both implementations describe how the graph is modeled in 
that language, how the Breadth-First Search is performed, and finally how to determine whether the root 
and destination vertices are connected. 

IEC 63313 STRUCTURED TEXT 
In IEC 61131, a two-dimensional array, referred to as an adjacency matrix, will be used to model the graph 
(Deo, 2016). Each element in the array is a Boolean value indicating whether the vertex in the row and the 
vertex in the column are adjacent to each other. The code in Source Code Listing 1 defines useful constants 
used to define the number of rows and columns in the adjacency matrix as well as give more readable 
names to the matrix indices. Source Code Listing 2 then creates the two-dimensional adjacency matrix data 
type to be used in the application. 

VAR_GLOBAL CONSTANT 
    VERTICES : INT := 2;  
    LOWER_ARRAY_BOUND : INT := 0; 
    UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND : INT := VERTICES - 1;  
    UTILITY : INT := 0; 
    BUS_1 : INT := 1; 
END_VAR  

Source Code Listing 1 

TYPE dt_AdjacencyMatrix : 
    ARRAY[LOWER_ARRAY_BOUND..UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND, LOWER_ARRAY_BOUND..UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND] OF BOOL; 
END_TYPE  

Source Code Listing 2 

A global variable of type dt_AdjacencyMatrix is then created in Source Code Listing 3. 

VAR_GLOBAL 
    power_system : dt_AdjacencyMatrix; 
END_VAR  

Source Code Listing 3 

One time, at startup, the matrix is initialized to have all FALSE, meaning all breakers are modeled as being 
open. This initialization code is shown in Source Code Listing 4. 

IF initialize THEN 
    FOR i := LOWER_ARRAY_BOUND TO UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND BY 1 DO 
        FOR j := LOWER_ARRAY_BOUND TO UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND BY 1 DO 
            power_system[i,j] := FALSE; 
        END_FOR 
    END_FOR 
    initialize := FALSE; 
END_IF  

Source Code Listing 4 

Every time through the logic, the status of each breaker is used to update the matrix values. In this example, 
the breaker statuses are hard-coded as TRUE, meaning the breakers are closed. In a real implementation, 
the breaker statuses would most likely be coming from field devices. The code in Source Code Listing 5 
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sets the matrix cell corresponding to the edge connection between the Utility bus and Bus 1 to closed. Also, 
note that in Source Code Listing 5, both the upper and lower matrix diagonals are set to the same value. 
This makes it so the connectivity search can be performed starting with either bus and ending with the other 
one. 

power_system[UTILITY, BUS_1] := TRUE; 
power_system[BUS_1, UTILITY] := TRUE;  

Source Code Listing 5 

The Breadth-First Search algorithm can now be created. It will take two input parameters, as seen in Source 
Code Listing 6. The power_system_in variable will be the adjacency matrix we created and updated in 
Source Code Listing 3, Source Code Listing 4, and Source Code Listing 5. The starting_bus will be the 
vertex to begin the search from. 

VAR_INPUT 
    power_system_in: dt_AdjacencyMatrix; 
    starting_bus: INT; 
END_VAR  

Source Code Listing 6 

Source Code Listing 7 defines variables for use inside the search function. 

• visited_buses is an array that will be used to record which of the buses have been visited in the 
search and are therefore connected to the starting bus 

• to_visit is an array that will be used to store the list of nodes that need to be visited as part of the 
search 

• to_visit_index is an index into the to_visit array 
• index is used when searching through the adjacency matrix 
• current_bus_id is the bus that is currently being evaluated 

VAR 
    visited_buses: ARRAY[LOWER_ARRAY_BOUND..UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND] OF BOOL; 
    to_visit: ARRAY[LOWER_ARRAY_BOUND..UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND] OF INT; 
    to_visit_index: INT; 
    index: INT; 
    current_bus_id: INT; 
END_VAR  

Source Code Listing 7 

Source Code Listing 8 implements the Breadth-First Search function. The search starts at the starting_bus, 
which is added to the list of buses to visit. As each bus is visited, it is removed from the list of buses to visit 
and recorded as having been visited. As each bus is visited, its directly adjacent buses are added to the list 
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of buses to visit if they haven’t already been visited. Once all the connected buses have been visited, the 
list of visited buses is returned as the result of the function. 

index := 0; 
to_visit_index := 0; 
current_bus := starting_bus; 
to_visit[to_visit_index] := current_bus; 
WHILE to_visit_index >= 0 DO 
    current_bus := to_visit[to_visit_index]; 
    to_visit_index := to_visit_index - 1; 
    visited_buses[current_bus] := TRUE; 
    FOR index := 0 TO UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND BY 1 DO 
        IF power_system_in[current_bus, index] = TRUE AND visited_buses[index] = FALSE THEN 
            to_visit_index := to_visit_index + 1; 
            to_visit[to_visit_index] := index; 
        END_IF 
    END_FOR  
END_WHILE 
fun_TopologySearch := visited_buses; 
RETURN;  

Source Code Listing 8 

The final step in answering the question “Is bus X connected to bus Y?” is to determine if both buses are in 
the list of visited buses. Source Code Listing 9 shows how that is done. The result of that line will be True 
if the two buses are connected and False otherwise. 

visited_buses[bus_1_in] = TRUE AND visited_buses[bus_2_in] = TRUE;  
Source Code Listing 9 

LUA 
In Lua, a table of tables will be used to model the graph. This data structure is referred to as an adjacency 
matrix (Deo, 2016). Each element in the inner-most tables is a Boolean value indicating whether the vertex 
in the row and the vertex in the column are adjacent to each other. The code in Source Code Listing 10 
creates the table-of-tables adjacency matrix to be used in the application. All breakers are initialized to 
being open. 
local UTILITY = 1 
local BUS_1 = 2 
 
local power_system = {} 
power_system[UTILITY] = {} 
power_system[BUS_1] = {} 
power_system[UTILITY][UTILITY] = false 
power_system[UTILITY][BUS_1] = false 
power_system[BUS_1][UTILITY] = false 
power_system[BUS_1][BUS_1] = false  

Source Code Listing 10 

Every time through the logic, the status of each breaker is used to update the matrix values. In this example, 
the breaker statuses are hard-coded as TRUE, meaning the breakers are closed. In a real implementation, 
the breaker statuses would most likely be coming from field devices. The code in Source Code Listing 11 
sets the matrix cell corresponding to the edge connection between the Utility bus and Bus 1 to closed. Also, 
note that in Source Code Listing 11, both the upper and lower matrix diagonals are set to the same value. 
This makes it so the connectivity search can be performed starting with either bus and ending with the other 
one. 
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power_system[UTILITY][BUS_1] = true 
power_system[BUS_1][UTILITY] = true  

Source Code Listing 11 

The Breadth-First Search algorithm can now be created. This implementation varies slightly from the IEC 
61131 implementation because the Lua version performs the Breadth-First Search and determines if the 
two buses are connected at the same time. It will take three input parameters, as seen in Source Code 
Listing 12. The power_system variable will be the adjacency matrix we created and updated in Source 
Code Listing 10 and Source Code Listing 11. The starting_bus parameter will be the vertex to begin the 
search from and the destination parameter is the bus the search is looking for. 

The starting bus is added to the list of vertices to visit. While the list of vertices to visit is not empty and the 
vertex has not already been visited, the vertices adjacent to the current vertex are added to the “to visit” 
list. A check is also performed to determine if the source and destination have been visited. If they have, a 
“true” value is returned. If the function searches the entire graph without finding the destination, it returns a 
value of “false”. 
function connected(power_system, starting_bus, destination) 
    if starting_bus == destination then 
        return true 
    end 
    local visited = {} 
    local to_visit = {starting_bus} 
    while #to_visit ~= 0 do 
        local current_vertex = table.remove(to_visit, 1) 
        if not has_value(visited, current_vertex) then 
            table.insert(visited, current_vertex) 
            if has_value(visited, starting_bus) and has_value(visited, destination) then 
                return true 
            end 
            for vertex, adjacent in ipairs(power_system[current_vertex]) do 
                if adjacent ~= 0 then 
                    table.insert(to_visit, vertex) 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    return false 
end  

Source Code Listing 12 

The connected function in Source Code Listing 12 calls another function to determine if a vertex is in the 
visited table. The implementation of that function, called has_value, is shown in Source Code Listing 13. 
function has_value(tab, search_value) 
    for _, value in ipairs(tab) do 
        if value == search_value then 
            return true 
        end 
    end 
    return false 
end  

Source Code Listing 13 

The connected function above can be called with the power system model, the source vertex, and the 
destination vertex as parameters. Source Code Listing 14 shows how that is done. The result of that line 
will be True if the two buses are connected and False otherwise. 
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connected(power_system, UTILITY, BUS_1)  
Source Code Listing 14 

USE CASES 
This paper describes two use cases for the application of graph theory to power system topology 
determination. The first is Generator Islanding Detection and the second is Transformer Paralleling. The 
sections below describe each of these topics. 

GENERATOR ISLANDING DETECTION 
Many industrial facilities have cogeneration on site. The generator control systems need to know if they are 
connected to the utility grid or not. In the event of an island situation, the on-site generators can start 
controlling frequency rather than relying on the grid. The electrical distribution systems of these facilities 
can be quite complicated. They can include multiple paths between the utility, generation, and loads. In 
some cases, a subset of generation can be islanded with a subset of load. Graph theory and breadth first 
search can be used to determine which generators are islanded from the utility. This signal is then provided 
to the generator control system so it can start regulating frequency. 

Figure 3 shows an example single line for an industrial facility with cogeneration. Figure 4 shows that same 
single line modeled as a graph. 
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Figure 4 
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The source code samples for this example are shown using IEC 61131. Source Code Listing 15 initializes 
the same types of variables as was shown in the simpler case of Source Code Listing 1. 

VAR_GLOBAL CONSTANT 
    VERTICES : INT := 15;  
    LOWER_ARRAY_BOUND : INT := 0; 
    UPPER_ARRAY_BOUND : INT := VERTICES - 1;  
    UTILITY : INT := 0; 
    SUB_1_BUS_2 : INT := 1; 
    LINE_1 : INT := 2; 
    PS_BUS_1 : INT := 3; 
    GEN_3 : INT := 4; 
    PS_BUS_2 : INT := 5; 
    GEN_2 : INT := 6; 
    PS_BUS_3 : INT := 7; 
    GEN_1 : INT := 8; 
    LINE_2 : INT := 9; 
    SUB_3 : INT := 10; 
    LINE_3 : INT := 11; 
    SUB_2 : INT := 12; 
    LINE_4 : INT := 13; 
    SUB_1_BUS_1 : INT := 14; 
END_VAR  

Source Code Listing 15 

Source Code Listing 2 through Source Code Listing 4 don’t change at all with this larger system. Source 
Code Listing 5 must be changed to update all the breaker statuses according to their actual values from 
the field. These changes are shown in Source Code Listing 16. The breakers are all modeled as closed in 
this example. In a real implementation, these statuses would come from the breaker status in the field. 
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power_system[SUB_1_BUS_1, UTILITY] := TRUE; // BKR 1 
power_system[UTILITY, SUB_1_BUS_1] := TRUE; // BKR 1 
power_system[UTILITY, SUB_1_BUS_2] := TRUE; //BKR 2 
power_system[SUB_1_BUS_2, UTILITY] := TRUE; // BKR 2 
power_system[SUB_1_BUS_2, LINE_1] := TRUE; // BKR 3 
power_system[LINE_1, SUB_1_BUS_2] := TRUE; // BKR 3 
power_system[LINE_1, PS_BUS_1] := TRUE; // BKR 4 
power_system[PS_BUS_1, LINE_1] := TRUE; // BKR 4 
power_system[PS_BUS_1, GEN_3] := TRUE; // BKR 5 
power_system[GEN_3, PS_BUS_1] := TRUE; // BKR 5 
power_system[PS_BUS_2, GEN_2] := TRUE; // BKR 6 
power_system[GEN_2, PS_BUS_2] := TRUE; // BKR 6 
power_system[PS_BUS_3, GEN_1] := TRUE; // BKR 7 
power_system[GEN_1, PS_BUS_3] := TRUE; // BKR 7 
power_system[PS_BUS_1, PS_BUS_2] := TRUE; // BKR 8 
power_system[PS_BUS_2, PS_BUS_1] := TRUE; // BKR 8 
power_system[PS_BUS_2, PS_BUS_3] := TRUE; // BKR 9 
power_system[PS_BUS_3, PS_BUS_2] := TRUE; // BKR 9 
power_system[PS_BUS_3, LINE_2] := TRUE; // BKR 10 
power_system[LINE_2, PS_BUS_3] := TRUE; // BKR 10 
power_system[LINE_2, SUB_3] := TRUE; // BKR 11 
power_system[SUB_3, LINE_2] := TRUE; // BKR 11 
power_system[SUB_3, LINE_3] := TRUE; // BKR 12 
power_system[LINE_3, SUB_3] := TRUE; // BKR 12 
power_system[LINE_3, SUB_2] := TRUE; // BKR 13 
power_system[SUB_2, LINE_3] := TRUE; // BKR 13 
power_system[SUB_2, LINE_4] := TRUE; // BKR 14 
power_system[LINE_4, SUB_2] := TRUE; // BKR 14 
power_system[LINE_4, SUB_1_BUS_1] := TRUE; // BKR 15 
power_system[SUB_1_BUS_1, LINE_4] := TRUE; // BKR 15 
power_system[SUB_1_BUS_1, SUB_1_BUS_2] := TRUE; // BKR 16 
power_system[SUB_1_BUS_2, SUB_1_BUS_1] := TRUE; // BKR 16  

Source Code Listing 16 

Source Code Listing 6, Source Code Listing 7, and Source Code Listing 8 do not change. The questions of 
interest in this example are: 

1. Is Generator 1 connected to the Utility? 
2. Is Generator 2 connected to the Utility? 
3. Is Generator 3 connected to the Utility? 
4. Is Generator 1 connected to Generator 2? 
5. Is Generator 2 connected to Generator 3? 
6. Is Generator 1 connected to Generator 3? 

Those six questions can be answered with the code shown in Source Code Listing 17. Each of the lines in 
Source Code Listing 17 will return TRUE if the buses are connected and FALSE otherwise. 

visited_buses[UTILITY] = TRUE AND visited_buses[GEN_1] = TRUE; 
visited_buses[UTILITY] = TRUE AND visited_buses[GEN_2] = TRUE; 
visited_buses[UTILITY] = TRUE AND visited_buses[GEN_3] = TRUE; 
visited_buses[GEN_1] = TRUE AND visited_buses[GEN_2] = TRUE; 
visited_buses[GEN_2] = TRUE AND visited_buses[GEN_3] = TRUE; 
visited_buses[GEN_1] = TRUE AND visited_buses[GEN_3] = TRUE;  

Source Code Listing 17 
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TRANSFORMER LTC PARALLELING 
Transformers with LTCs operating in parallel must keep the tap positions equal across transformers. 
Multiple paralleling scheme implementations are available. One possible implementation is a 
communications-based Master/Follower scheme. In this scheme, the LTC controllers on all transformers 
communicate with each other. They elect a single master and the others are followers of that one master. 

If it is possible for the transformers to become separated, their LTC controllers will need to be operated 
independently when that separation occurs. A power system model using graph theory can be used to 
inform the LTC controllers of when they are in parallel and when they are independent. 

Figure 5 shows an example single line for a distribution substation. Figure 6 shows that same single line 
modeled as a graph. 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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The source code samples for this example are shown using Lua. Source Code Listing 18 initializes the 
same types of variables as was shown in the simpler case of Source Code Listing 10. 
local power_system = {} 
power_system[TR1] = {} 
power_system[TR2] = {} 
power_system[TR3] = {} 
power_system[TR4] = {} 
power_system[BUS_1] = {} 
power_system[BUS_2] = {} 
power_system[BUS_3] = {} 
power_system[BUS_4] = {} 
power_system[BUS_5] = {} 
power_system[BUS_6] = {} 
power_system[BUS_7] = {} 
power_system[BUS_8] = {} 
power_system[BUS_9] = {} 
power_system[BUS_10] = {} 
power_system[BUS_11] = {} 
power_system[BUS_12] = {} 
power_system[TR1][TR1] = false 
power_system[TR2][TR2] = false 
power_system[TR3][TR3] = false 
power_system[TR4][TR4] = false 
power_system[BUS_1][BUS_1] = false 
power_system[BUS_2][BUS_2] = false 
power_system[BUS_3][BUS_3] = false 
power_system[BUS_4][BUS_4] = false 
power_system[BUS_5][BUS_5] = false 
power_system[BUS_6][BUS_6] = false 
power_system[BUS_7][BUS_7] = false 
power_system[BUS_8][BUS_8] = false 
power_system[BUS_9][BUS_9] = false 
power_system[BUS_10][BUS_10] = false 
power_system[BUS_11][BUS_11] = false 
power_system[BUS_12][BUS_12] = false  

Source Code Listing 18 
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Source Code Listing 11 must be changed to update all the breaker statuses according to their actual values 
from the field. These changes are shown in Source Code Listing 19. The breakers are all modeled as closed 
in this example. In a real implementation, these statuses would come from the breaker status in the field. 
power_system[TR1][BUS_1] = true -- BKR 1 
power_system[BUS_1][TR1] = true -- BKR 1 
power_system[TR2][BUS_2] = true -- BKR 2 
power_system[BUS_2][TR2] = true -- BKR 2 
power_system[TR3][BUS_3] = true -- BKR 3 
power_system[BUS_3][TR3] = true -- BKR 3 
power_system[TR4][BUS_4] = true -- BKR 4 
power_system[BUS_4][TR4] = true -- BKR 4 
power_system[TR1][BUS_10] = true -- BKR 5 
power_system[BUS_10][TR1] = true -- BKR 5 
power_system[TR2][BUS_9] = true -- BKR 6 
power_system[BUS_9][TR2] = true -- BKR 6 
power_system[TR3][BUS_8] = true -- BKR 7 
power_system[BUS_8][TR3] = true -- BKR 7 
power_system[TR4][BUS_7] = true -- BKR 8 
power_system[BUS_7][TR4] = true -- BKR 8 
power_system[BUS_1][BUS_12] = true -- BKR 9 
power_system[BUS_12][BUS_1] = true -- BKR 9 
power_system[BUS_1][BUS_2] = true -- BKR 10 
power_system[BUS_2][BUS_1] = true -- BKR 10 
power_system[BUS_3][BUS_4] = true -- BKR 11 
power_system[BUS_4][BUS_3] = true -- BKR 11 
power_system[BUS_4][BUS_5] = true -- BKR 12 
power_system[BUS_5][BUS_4] = true -- BKR 12 
power_system[BUS_5][BUS_6] = true -- BKR 13 
power_system[BUS_6][BUS_5] = true -- BKR 13 
power_system[BUS_6][BUS_7] = true -- BKR 14 
power_system[BUS_7][BUS_6] = true -- BKR 14 
power_system[BUS_7][BUS_8] = true -- BKR 15 
power_system[BUS_8][BUS_7] = true -- BKR 15 
power_system[BUS_9][BUS_10] = true -- BKR 16 
power_system[BUS_10][BUS_9] = true -- BKR 16 
power_system[BUS_10][BUS_11] = true -- BKR 17 
power_system[BUS_11][BUS_10] = true -- BKR 17 
power_system[BUS_11][BUS_12] = true -- BKR 18 
power_system[BUS_12][BUS_11] = true -- BKR 18 
power_system[BUS_8][BUS_9] = true -- BKR 19 OR BKR 20 
power_system[BUS_9][BUS_8] = true -- BKR 19 OR BKR 20 
power_system[BUS_2][BUS_3] = true -- BKR 21 OR BKR 22 
power_system[BUS_3][BUS_2] = true -- BKR 21 OR BKR 22  

Source Code Listing 19 

Source Code Listing 12 and Source Code Listing 13 do not change. The questions of interest in this 
example are:  

1. Is Transformer 1 parallel to Transformer 2? 
2. Is Transformer 1 parallel to Transformer 3? 
3. Is Transformer 1 parallel to Transformer 4? 
4. Is Transformer 2 parallel to Transformer 3? 
5. Is Transformer 2 parallel to Transformer 4? 
6. Is Transformer 3 parallel to Transformer 4? 

Those six questions can be answered, respectively, with the code shown in Source Code Listing 20. Each 
of the lines in Source Code Listing 20 will return TRUE if the buses are connected and FALSE otherwise. 
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connected(power_system, TR1, TR2) 
connected(power_system, TR1, TR3) 
connected(power_system, TR1, TR4) 
connected(power_system, TR2, TR3) 
connected(power_system, TR2, TR4) 
connected(power_system, TR3, TR4)  

Source Code Listing 20 

CONCLUSION 
This paper introduced a few important concepts of graph theory. These concepts are important to 
understand when applying graph theory to power system topology. A very simple power system model was 
built using a graph in order to illustrate the concepts. The Breadth-First search algorithm was then 
described. This algorithm is used to traverse the graph model of the power system and determine if two 
buses are connected to each other. IEC 61131 and Lua implementations of adjacency matrices and the 
Breadth-First algorithm are presented. Finally, two use cases for these concepts are presented. As these 
examples show, graph theory can be an extremely useful and efficient tool for calculating a power system 
topology. 
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